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CRITICAL YEAR STARTS WITH PERSONAL ATTACKS FROM RATTLED OPPONENTS
by David Barber, Editor
What promises to be a critical year for the campaign
to achieve the end-of-life choice law change that at
least three-quarters of New Zealanders want began
with signs that our opponents are increasingly
nervous about the prospect of us succeeding.
As the February 1 deadline for submissions to
Parliament’s first public inquiry into the issue neared,
they stepped up their usual litany of lies and
misinformation and moved into personal attacks.
Top of their hate list was Lecretia Seales, the gutsy
brain cancer victim who last year disappointingly
failed to persuade a High Court judge to let her
doctor end her suffering with a planned and peaceful
death.
Opponents of physician-assisted dying were
incensed when the New Zealand Herald, the
country’s largest newspaper, named Lecretia their
New Zealander of the Year for 2015, saying: “She
was brave and inspiring, sharing something as
personal and private as her death for the
advancement of a human right. “Instead of
spending her last months quietly with family and
friends, she spent them in a legal battle - fighting for
the right to choose how she died,” the paper said.
Ken Orr, of the lobby group Right to Life,
which is heavily influenced by the Catholic hierarchy,
dubbed the accolade “unfortunate and
inappropriate”.
And in what many disgusted observers saw as
the lowest blow yet, The Herald’s own self-righteous
columnist John Roughan, who has never hidden his
prejudices on the topic, began the new year with an
article headed: “Did Lecretia Seales really die in
pain?”
The opposition in the shape of Matthew Jansen,
secretary of the so-called Care Alliance, an
organisation that includes Family First NZ, Hospice
New Zealand, the Salvation Army and other religious
groups, then turned the attack onto Lecretia’s
husband Matt Vickers.
Ignoring the facts and introducing what
Metro Magazine’s Graham Adams dubbed “an

outrageous example of a red herring”; Jansen linked
Matt and VESNZ with a proposal by euthanasia
campaigners in the Netherlands to allow all elderly
people access to a death pill, regardless of their
medical condition.
Assuming Matt’s attendance at the
Euthanasia 2016 international conference in
Amsterdam in May - although Matt had not made up
his mind whether to attend an invitation to speak
there - showed "what a slippery slope the so-called
right to die really is", Jansen said.
The “slippery slope” is a scare tactic phrase
opponents regularly use in the absence of reason to
frighten people who have not made up their minds
about physician-assisted dying.
Matt rightly said it was "simply fallacious" to
assume his presence at the conference would be an
automatic endorsement of the views of organisers or
others attending. That is, if he went.
Orr had issued a press statement just before
Christmas claiming VESNZ supported the Netherlands
proposal for everybody over the age of 70 to have a
death pill. He said Dutch pioneer Rob Jonquiere had
supported this on his New Zealand tour last year.
Orr sent this to VESNZ President Dr Jack
Havill accompanied by specious festive and religious
greetings.
Jack replied: “Your good wishes would mean
a lot more to me if your press release was not full of
lies and distortions. Why do you consistently distort
the truth Ken? Surely that is against your Christian
beliefs.”
Jack also put on record: “The Voluntary
Euthanasia Society NZ has never supported, and
does not support, the giving of a suicide pill to all 70
year olds in New Zealand who are tired of living. Nor
did Rob Jonquiere advocate for this in his recent
tour. So these are simply two lies and this will be
said in the media.”
As well as targeting Matt Vickers, Jansen also
pointed the finger at VESNZ member Dr Pam Oliver,
from the University of Auckland’s School of Medicine,
Continued on Page 2
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who is scheduled to speak at the conference about
"Improving the legislation to reduce barriers to
assisted dying".
Dr Havill also defended Dr Oliver, who with
fellow researcher Phillipa Malpas, surveyed doctors
and nurses last year on their experience and opinions
on euthanasia.
Jansen claimed Dr Oliver breached ethics by
not reporting her membership of VES when
conducting the survey, which was funded through the
government's Health Research Council. Dr Oliver said
the University of Auckland's Human Participants Ethics
Committee had cleared her and Phillipa after a
complaint by the Care Alliance, but it lodged another
complaint to the national Health Research Ethics
Committee.
VESNZ was not alone in objecting to the
opposition’s tactics. David Seymour, leader of the
ACT Party who has put a private member’s end-oflife choice Bill in the Parliamentary ballot box, wrote
in his party’s newsletter: “The Bible says thou shalt
not lie but some assisted dying opponents must think
they’re specially exempted.
“If they’re not breaking the letter of the
commandments they are certainly outside their spirit.
We do not say this lightly - the dishonesty in their
campaign is breath-taking.”
Jack Havill says organisations like Right to
Life and the Care Alliance are dominated by the “religious

right”, and do not represent the majority of religious
people.
“Polls in Australia, Britain and New Zealand
- as seen in a paper by Phillipa Malpas last year –
show that 70-80% of religious people also support
assisted dying,” he said.
Metro magazine provided a welcome New
Year fillip to our campaign with Graham Adams’s
article in which he urged readers to make a
submission to the Health Select Committee’s inquiry
before the February 1 deadline.
Adams said the New Zealand Herald’s
nomination of Lecretia as New Zealander of the Year
was not a formal endorsement of assisted dying like
that made by Britain’s Economist magazine last year
or The Age newspaper in Melbourne, which are both
campaigning for a law change.
“But the NZ Herald has always been slow to
embrace progressive movements - often much
slower than most of its readers,” he wrote. “Now the
Herald has formally endorsed an assisted dying
advocate, opponents of law reform are surely on
notice that they can’t hold back the tide of history in
New Zealand forever.”
Adams echoed the thoughts and hopes of
our members when he wrote: “At some point, more
politicians will begin to realise that championing
assisted dying is no longer an electoral liability - as
most appear to believe - but an asset.”

P RESIDENT ' S R EPORT
VESNZ President Dr Jack Havill examines some
critical issues in the end-of-life choice debate – the
term “right to life” and suicide, and dementia and
end-of-life directives.
Opponents of Physician Assisted Dying (PAD)
frequently talk about the “right to life”, claiming that
it is always better to be alive than dead, whatever
the quality of life.
When Canada’s Supreme Court addressed
this question in its enlightened judgement last
February, it did not agree that the right to life
requires an absolute prohibition on assistance in
dying, or that individuals cannot waive their right to
life. That would create a “duty to live” rather than a
“right to life”, questioning the legality of any consent
to withdrawal or refusal of life-saving or lifesustaining treatment.
So why do our opponents so vigorously
dispute this? I see two reasons:
1.
For most of history, humans had to fight to
live past the age of 40 or 50. Now, with modern
medicine and vaccinations against infectious
diseases, most people live much longer. So we have

major psychological change in society, with large
relatively new groups of the elderly realising that
quality is just as important as length of life.
Nevertheless, gut feelings to live longer are deeply
embedded in our psyche, including in health care
professionals, who are often opposed to PAD even
when the patient has grievous suffering with no hope
of recovery. It is difficult to allow reason to take over
from gut instincts.
2.
Our opponents deliberately confuse suicide
with PAD. We all believe irrational suicide is totally
undesirable but PAD is totally different. Members
may have noted that the Chairman of the Select
Committee considering assisted dying is also
confused about this issue. It is true that voluntary
euthanasia groups have in the past used the word
suicide themselves – e.g. “medically assisted suicide”.
But psychologists who deal regularly with irrational
suicide are now clear about the major distinction
between the two. We must stop using the word
suicide in our descriptions of PAD, even when the
drug prescribed is self-administered. It is clear that
opponents delight in using the word suicide to
Continued on Page 3
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describe PAD as a form of scaremongering.
Maryan Street in both her original End-of-Life
Choice Bill and in her more recent End-of-Life Options
Bill (which we included in our VES submission to the
Select Committee) made provision for an End-of-Life
Directive. Although we encouraged him to include it,
ACT leader David Seymour chose to omit this section
from his private member’s Bill and we think it is the
poorer for that.
An End-of-Life Directive is similar to an
Advance Directive (AD) but has a significant
difference. An AD tells your carers what you do not
want them to do e.g. do not resuscitate. The End-ofLife Directive allows you to ask for Physician Assisted
Dying (PAD), should certain circumstances occur after
you have become mentally incompetent. You are
asking your doctor to do something specific. Most of
those situations will be the same as in your standard
AD e.g. severe stroke, severe heart or respiratory
illness or very severe neurological disease. In the case
of dementia, one thing you can legally ask for in an
AD at present, is that carers do not give you food or
fluids - i.e. you have to starve yourself to death. Not

pretty and difficult for the carers.
An End-of-Life Directive could ask for PAD if
you develop severe dementia with inability to
recognise friends or family, and total physical
dependence – incontinence, inability to feed and
dress yourself. The end points are easily
distinguishable. The Directive has provision for
appointed advocates who will support your wishes.
The process would be similar to requesting PAD while
competent, providing you have written your End-ofLife Directive while you were mentally competent.
Dementia is one of the saddest diseases
affecting many elderly and a significant group of
middle-aged people. It is a condition people fear and
many have had very difficult experiences with family
members.
Some people diagnosed with early onset
dementia are choosing to take their lives prematurely
while they are able, to avoid what they know will be
the inevitable path of relentless deterioration. How
sad is that?
The Voluntary Euthanasia Society cannot
back away from this issue.

N EWS F ROM A ROUND T HE W ORLD
UNITED STATES
Opponents of end-of-life choice in California failed
in a bid to stop it becoming the fifth US state to
allow terminally ill patients to take their lives with
doctor-prescribed drugs next year (See Newsletter
41, November 2015, Page 4).
An opposition group that wants to overturn
the End of Life Option Act signed by Governor Gerry
Brown in October did not collect enough signatures
to force a referendum on the issue.
This means the new law will come into effect
as scheduled in mid-year when the state parliament’s
special session on health care formally ends. “We
could not have foreseen a better way to start 2016,”
the American Death With Dignity organisation said.
While welcoming the Act, a California doctor,
Chris Stookey, said it was not strong enough because
it requires a person to make two requests 15 days
apart for a prescription for a lethal drug. The patient
must also take the drug personally.
The absence of an End-of-Life Directive in the
law meant both restrictions would exclude help for
an incapacitated person who had earlier expressed a
wish to be helped to die, he said.
He cited the example of his father who had
left an advance directive saying he did not want his
life prolonged if he could no longer “enjoy a
reasonable quality of life”. After a paralyzing stroke,

he suffered unnecessarily for several days before
succumbing when food and water were stopped.
As VESNZ President Dr Jack Havill has said: “We want
a better law than that.”
Death With Dignity US foresees a busy year,
with legislators in Maryland, Colorado, Nebraska,
Utah and Washington DC introducing bills.

CANADA
The Canadian province of Quebec has joined the
ranks of enlightened administrations with at least
one terminally ill person allowed to end their
suffering with a physician-assisted death after the
new law allowing medical aid in dying came into
effect on December 10. There may have been more,
but the provincial government does not currently
keep statistics, an official said.
And the Supreme Court of Canada ruled on
January 15 that Quebec’s law permitting Physician
Assisted Dying (PAD) remains in force and others can
go to court to get help to die even though the federal
government has still to draft national legislation on
the issue.
The judges, by a 5-4 margin, gave the
government an additional four months to pass a new
law complying with its ruling of February 2015 that
denying medical aid in dying infringed Canadians’
human rights. The court’s deadline was to have
Continued on Page 4
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expired on February 6 but the government sought an
additional six months, citing delays caused by last
year’s national election.
The majority judges also said that in the
intervening four months individuals requiring PAD
can apply to the superior court in their jurisdiction to
allow it. “In agreeing that more time is needed, we
do not at the same time see any need to unfairly
prolong the suffering of those who meet the clear
criteria we set out...an exemption can mitigate the
severe harm that may be occasioned to those adults
who have a grievous intolerable and irremediable
medical condition by making a remedy available now
pending Parliament’s response.”
Making patients apply to a court in the
interim complied with the rule of law and provided
an effective safeguard against potential risks to
vulnerable people, the judges said.
The Canadian government said the additional
time would help it develop an approach "that
protects the most vulnerable among us while
respecting the inherent dignity of all Canadians".
The Coalition of Physicians for Social Justice,
which unsuccessfully challenged the Quebec law in
court, pledged to continue to fight it.
But Dr George L’Esperance, a neurosurgeon
and spokesman for the Quebec Dying with Dignity
Association, said he believes the “vast majority” of
the province’s doctors favour allowing assisted death,
even if many would not say so publicly.
Read the Supreme Court’s judgement:
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scccsc/en/item/15696/index.do

BRITAIN
The British Medical Association (BMA), which, like
its New Zealand counterpart, has historically been
unwilling to engage with the issue of assisted dying,
has for the first time talked to members of the
public about the issue.
After a research project on end-of-life care
and assisted dying, the BMA called on the
government in January to prioritise end-of-life care
and encouraged them to address the current
unacceptable variations in end-of-life care provision.
Dignity in Dying UK said these were aims shared by
organisations on both sides of the assisted dying
debate and welcomed signs of a possible shift in the
BMA’s stance.
It said that having never sought the views of
its membership or acknowledged the overwhelming
levels of public support for end-of-life choice, the
BMA had no remit to justify its current stance of
opposition to assisted dying or to repeatedly warn

Parliamentarians about the hypothetical dangers of
changing the law.
“Therefore, it is encouraging that their
research project involved events where the public
and doctors were invited to voice their opinions.
Unsurprisingly, both members of the public and
doctors recognised that changing the law on assisted
dying would lead to improved communication and
allow doctors to facilitate a ‘good death’.”
The BMA will publish its reflections and
recommendations on the research findings in April
and later in the year will debate its current policy on
assisted dying at its annual meeting.

GERMANY
Heated debates on euthanasia in the German
Parliament resulted in a new law imposing a threeyear prison sentence for so-called “commercial
assisted suicides” by organizations that assist
patients in terminating their own lives for profit.
However, single instances of assistance in
dying – by a doctor or relative – do not contradict the
new law and a husband who helped his terminally ill
wife to die for instance would not be prosecuted.
End of life choice campaigners are still
worried about it. “A punishment of commercial
euthanasia would expose doctors to the severe risk
of legal investigations,” said Renate Kuenast, a Green
Party MP who initiated a bill to legalize assisted
dying.
Germany allows only so-called “suicide
assistance” which means terminating treatment for
incurable patients or providing them with assistance
in ending their own lives. Active euthanasia – killing a
patient at their request – is regarded as
manslaughter attracting a five- year gaol term.

AUSTRALIA
Australia’s Voluntary Euthanasia Party (VEP) will run
Senate candidates in every state and territory at the
2016 federal election, said Shayne Higson, the
organisation’s NSW branch convenor.
“Whilst we ultimately hope to get a member
of our party elected to parliament, our campaigning
in the lead up to every election also helps to draw
public attention to this issue. We also want to
provide an avenue for individuals who strongly
support law reform to be able to express this
preference at the ballot box.”
Meanwhile, in New South Wales, a working
group with members of all four major parties in the
state Parliament was established in October to
prepare a Bill allowing assisted dying.
Continued on Page 5
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The issue gained huge publicity from
speeches by a prominent local TV producer and
comedian Andrew Denton who has mounted a oneman campaign in favour of assisted dying.
“Of all the things I learnt over the last eight
months, the most shocking was this: there is one
circumstance in which Palliative Care Australia will
accept a patient’s right to hasten their own death –
which is to refuse treatment, including food and
water, until they die.”
Denton said Professor Richard Chye, head of
palliative care at St Vincent’s Hospital, had told him it
could take weeks for the person to die this way.
“This is outrageous. I can hardly believe that
we live in a country where it is ethically acceptable
for a patient to choose a slow, painful death by
dehydration and starvation, but ethically
unacceptable for them to choose a death that is
quick and painless. In what way is that all right?” he
asked.
Denton said this was in stark contrast to what
he had found overseas, particularly in Belgium, where

Arsène Mullie, the former head of palliative care for
Flanders, talked about euthanasia as an ‘act of love’
towards his patient. ”When someone is suffering,” he
asked, “how can I ask them to suffer more?”
The Victorian government’s Parliamentary
inquiry into End of Life Choices received a total of
1012 submissions last year, many from individuals
describing personal experiences of the deaths of
loved ones. It has spoken to hundreds of witnesses in
extensive hearings all over the state. It is due to
report to parliament on May 31.
Liberal Democrat Senator David Leyonhjelm
introduced in the federal parliament on December 2
a private Member’s Bill to repeal the Euthanasia Laws
Act 1997 which abrogated the Northern Territory’s
ground-breaking legal assisted suicide legislation.
His bill would not reinstate the NT Rights of
the Terminally Ill Act but would send a message to
states and territories that their legislatures can again
consider voluntary euthanasia laws.
Four NT
citizens died under provisions of the Act in the year it
was in place before it was overturned.

W HAT T HEY S AID
“She was brave and inspiring, sharing something as
personal and private as her death for the
advancement of a human right...the right to choose
how she died,” The New Zealand Herald names
Lecretia Seales its 2015 New Zealander of the Year.
“Sadly Lecretia is no longer with us and it is
now our responsibility, yours and mine, to pursue her
cause. If we give in and do nothing now, after so
much has been achieved, nothing is what we’ll get.
Let’s make sure that Lecretia’s effort wasn’t in
vain.” Lecretia’s husband Matt Vickers, urging
sympathisers to make a submission to the Health
Select Committee.
Attacks on the paper’s accolade from the
anti-euthanasia lobby were "deeply undignified,
insulting to Lecretia's memory, and unfortunately
lowering the quality of the public debate", Matt
Vickers. “That they're resorting to such tactics
indicates they must be losing faith in the quality of
their arguments and their ability to debate fairly."
“At some point, more politicians will begin to
realise that championing assisted dying is no longer
an electoral liability - as most appear to believe - but
an asset,” Graham Adams, Metro magazine writer.
“The Bible says thou shalt not lie but some
assisted dying opponents must think they’re specially
exempted. If they’re not breaking the letter of the
commandments they are certainly outside their spirit.
We do not say this lightly - the dishonesty in their

campaign is breath-taking,” David Seymour, MP and
ACT party leader.
“There is a cost to society for inadequate
handling of grief, loss and anger when next of kin and
friends are subjected to a long drawn and stressful
death. The personal cost of unnecessarily prolonged
life is carried for only a limited time by the dying but
some bereaved may carry extra trauma for much
longer,” David Mullans, 80, retired Methodist
minister and prostate cancer sufferer.
“For The Economist, the case for allowing
doctor-assisted dying relies on personal choice and
individual autonomy. Our liberal values and respect
for human dignity mean that for this paper, doctorassisted dying is a cause worth championing,” Zanny
Minton Beddoes, editor-in-chief.
“No major social change has ever come about
without a struggle, and assisted dying will be no
different,” Steve Parlanti, campaigner for Dignity in
Dying UK.
“We have a fundamental right not to be
subjected to torture, and if that torture is cancer, if
it’s a terminal illness, we are entitled to take
ourselves out of it. It is an awesome decision to make,
but it’s we who are entitled to make it without the
intervention of the state, without having those who
assist us, often our loved [ones], arrested and
charged with assisting suicide.” Geoffrey Robertson,
Australian barrister and author.
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A N I MPORTANT P ERSPECTIVE
by Janis Landis, President of Final Exit - www.finalexitnetwork.org
The number of people who died using medical
euthanasia has more than doubled since 10 years
ago. Many in the world are aghast about that
increase.
The perceived ‘alarming’ rise is based on a
premise that the lower the number, the better - an
entirely false premise. “If there were evidence that
people were ending their lives due to unavailable,
unaffordable, or substandard medical care, or
because of feeling pressure not to be a burden, or
because of a treatable depression, there would be
some logic to the panic.
But a decade or more of experience has
proven that the safeguards work, the anticipated
horrors and icy slopes have not come to pass. People
in growing numbers have been utilizing rational and
personal choice. The rising number reflects a
growing recognition that a good death is a right, and
people increasingly choose to exercise that right.
When reliable birth control first became
accessible, self-proclaimed moralists banned its use
as immoral. Gradually, opinion shifted, and now,
despite continued opposition by religious zealots,
people overwhelmingly approve of it and follow it.
We see that a wanted child has a reasonable shot at a
good life. Would any thinking citizen say with horror:
“Due to birth control the number of planned
pregnancies has alarmingly increased?”
So it is at the end of life. Unless human
beings become immortal, the goal ought to be
increased use of planned deaths when life is no
longer worth living. A planned birth, a planned
death. Period.

A

N E W I N F O R M A T I O N W E B S I TE

DyingForChoice.co is a new website, based in
Victoria, Australia, dedicated to responsible
assisted-dying law reform. It provides up-to-date
and evidence-based information for the general
public, policy makers, healthcare workers,
researchers, students, media and others.
A key initiative is to make the facts, figures
and arguments clear in order to counter and correct
misunderstanding, misinformation and fearmongering from opponents of assisted-dying law
reform. Political scaremongering in the face of
contrary evidence is unjustified and should be
exposed.
Neil Francis, former past President of the
World Federation of Right to Die Societies and the
past and Foundation Chairman and CEO of

YourLastRight.com, is leading this initiative.
The website has important resources
including facts and analysis, blogs, news, events, a
monthly newsletter, and media alerts, as well as
information on the fundamental forms of
misinformation that are employed, including in the
context of voluntary euthanasia law reform. Check
out this valuable resource.

F I N A L E X I T ' S Q U A R TE R C E N TU R Y
Final Exit, the groundbreaking book by veteran
American voluntary euthanasia campaigner Derek
Humphry, is 25 years old.
The first hardback edition was published in
January 1991 by the Hemlock Society, the national
right to die organisation he founded 11 years earlier,
because no other publisher would touch it.
It made the New York Times best-seller list
for 18 weeks in the second half of 1991 and Random
House began publishing the paperback the following
year. It is now in its third edition and has been
published in 13 languages, with total sales estimated
at two million.
The book is seen as a primary stimulus to the
birth of the death with dignity movement in the US
and its development worldwide.

US B R E A K T H R O U G H

IN

E N D - O F -L I F E T A L K

In what was hailed as a breakthrough in US medical
history, the Medicare national health insurance
programme started on 1 November last year
compensating doctors for end-of-life dialogues with
their patients.
“This is a momentous occasion,” Dr Frank
Kavanaugh wrote in the November newsletter of the
US Final Exit Network. “No longer will those urgent
appointments need to be scheduled under the guise
of addressing some other issue. Before 11/1/15,
doctors resisted such talks; they were difficult and
lengthy, and there was no payment for them.
“Doctors won’t have to rush through their comments
and their listening on the run, concerned about their
bottom line, utilizing their time only in other talks
that pay.”
He said patients can now “openly and boldly”
request a dialogue to help clarify and share their final
wishes and options, so that when the time comes,
there’s no guessing, especially when they are unable
to speak for themselves.
“Included is the patient’s entire philosophy
about whether they want everything reasonable done
Continued on Page 7
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even if the chance of keeping them alive is tiny, or
whether they’d prefer an exit from extreme suffering.
“Specifics would be documented: a preference for
dying at home rather than in the hospital? The use of
a ventilator for breathing and/or a feeding tube for
nourishment?”
Dr Kavanaugh wrote: “These conversations
must take place before a crisis happens. Without
them the healthcare system can easily go on
autopilot, undertaking invasive and sometimes
painful procedures that often prolong death rather

than improve the quality of a patient’s life, called the
‘over-medicalisation of dying,’ by Atul Gawande,
author of the book Being Mortal.”
Envisioning one’s end made for hard
conversations on the part of patients and many
physicians, Dr Kavanaugh said. “The results could be
awkward silences, questions not asked, information
not volunteered. Some skilled and confident
physicians handle such interviews with sensitivity and
compassion. Others are poorly trained or just more
introverted and find themselves in over their heads.”

E UTHANASIA 2016 C ONFERENCE
As a member of the World Federation of Right to Die Societies (WFRtDS), VESNZ likes to have
representatives at the biennial conferences and a delegate and three others will attend this year’s in
Amsterdam on 11 to 14 May 2016.
Maryan Street will speak about progress in the assisted dying movement in New Zealand.
In a world with a growing demand for legalised euthanasia and physician-assisted dying, the
conference intends to inform and inspire a wide range of professionals involved in end-of-life choices.
It offers physicians, scientists, lawyers, politicians, policymakers, campaigners and activists an
opportunity to deepen, broaden and share their knowledge and experience.
The Dutch Dying with Dignity Society NVVE is hosting the conference, which will include discussions on
Medical, Science, Campaign and Legal issues. To find out more, go to http://euthanasia2016.com
If you’re interested in attending, you can register there at a reduced price before 1 March 2016.

P RELIMINARY N OTICE OF VESNZ AGM
Sunday 19 June 2016 at 10.30am
Brentwoood Hotel, 16 Kemp Street, Kilbirnie, Wellington 6022
Regular AGM business will take place in the morning and the National Committee is working on an interesting
programme for the afternoon session.
More information will be posted to members in April when there will be an opportunity to nominate
members onto the National Committee and to send in resolutions if there are issues you think should be
discussed on the running of the Society.
Meanwhile, mark Sunday, 19 June 2016 in your diaries.

B RANCH E VENTS
AUCKLAND

* Saturday 12 March - 2 to 3.30pm
BRANCH MEETING
Fickling Convention Centre, 546 Mount Albert Road, Three Kings, Auckland 1042
Maryan Street to speak on EOLC and the Select Committee inquiry
* Saturday 11 June - 2 to 3.30pm

BRANCH AGM AND DISCUSSION ON THE WORLD RIGHT TO
DIE EUTHANASIA CONFERENCE IN AMSTERDAM
Fickling Convention Centre, 546 Mount Albert Road, Three Kings, Auckland 1042

CHRISTCHURCH

* Sunday 2 March - 2 to 4pm
NEW BRANCH MEETING TO CONFIRM COMMITTEE
Learning Centre, South Library, Colombo Street, ChCh 8011 (use entrance at rear of the building)

KAPITI-HOROWHENUA
* Saturday 26 March

STREET STALL AT WAIKANAE EASTER MARKET

* Saturday 2 April - 2pm
BRANCH AGM
Community Centre, 15 Ngahina Street, Paraparaumu
WELLINGTON

* Saturday 2 April - 2pm
BRANCH MEETING (details to be advised)
St Andrew’s on The Terrace, 30 The Terrace, Wellington 6011
* Saturday 28 May - 2pm
BRANCH AGM
St Andrew’s on The Terrace, 30 The Terrace, Wellington 6011
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CONTACT US
CENTRAL O FFICE

Eileen Howarth, Administrative Officer
PO Box 89 046, Torbay, Auckland 0742
Phone 09 215 4964
Email office@ves.org.nz

BRANCHES
Auckland

PO Box 66 093, Beach Haven, Auckland 0749
Phone 09 630 7035
Email auckland@ves.org.nz

Kapiti Horowhenua

PO Box 224, Waikanae 5250
Phone 04 904 9449

Email olivem@paradise.net.nz

31 The Strand, Tauranga 3110
Phone 07 578 6324

Email bop@ves.org.nz

PO Box 19 353, Hamilton 3244
Phone 07 843 6077

Email jhavill@wave.co.nz

PO Box 31 360, Lower Hutt 5010
Phone 04 566 4893

Email llovegrove@xtra.co.nz

Bay of Plenty
Waikato
Wellington
Twitter@EndOfLifeChoice

Newsletter Editor: David Barber

Y O U R F IN A L W IS H - M A KI NG

A

B E QU E S T

Bequests are vital to the survival of any non-profit organisation. Bequests provide ongoing funding streams. And make it
possible to create long-term plans. Bequests are the cornerstones of non-profit organisations, like End of Life Choice,
because they provide stability.
If you can hear yourself saying, "This is what I support, and I want this issue to be important even after I'm gone"
then please consider making End of Life Choice a beneficiary of your will by creating a bequest. Ours is a unique issue, one
in which our most ardent supporters might not be with us for long.
Our fiercest opponents might later turn to us for help.

Please take the step to support End-of-Life rights in your will.

D O N AT I O NS

A ND

C O N TR I B U T IO NS

You can make a contribution in any amount of your choice - in single, monthly, or yearly donations.
Payments can be made by cheque, mailed to PO Box 89 046, Torbay, Auckland 0742
or
Directly into our bank account ANZ 01 0527 0085629 00
(be sure to include your NAME and "DONATION" in the bank details).

Your donations help us to continue the expansion of our work and help us
continue to work for your right to make decisions for your End-of-Life Choice.

G U ID E

TO

D Y IN G - Y O U R W A Y

End-of-Life Choice has teamed with medical and legal experts to assemble a comprehensive step-by-step guide to help you
create an Advance Directive that reflects your wishes. It also contains information on choosing an Agent, someone you
entrust to ensure your wishes are carried out. It answers important questions you may have about writing an Advance
Directive, which meets your personal wishes, it offers tips for relief of pain and suffering, the legality of an Advance
Directive in New Zealand, and keeping your Advance Directive up to date.
Order your Guide and Advance Directive today
1

An instantly downloadable PDF (WHICH YOU PRINT YOURSELF)
From the website http://www.ves.org.nz
Credit card payment of $17.00

2

A printed and bound booklet, which will be posted to you within ten days
Email office @ves.org.nz
Mail
PO Box 89 046, Torbay, Auckland 0742
Payment by personal cheque or direct debit of $27.00
(Include YOUR NAME and "GUIDE" on your direct payment details)
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